
 

Questions and answers 

Tender 522-2020-UNDP-UKR-RFP-RPP 

«Purchasing of stand-by generator 50 kW and services regarding it’s installation, connection, commissioning 
and start up, and works and services of generator’s maintenance» 

 

«Постачання постачання резервного генератору потужністю 50 кВт та послуг з узгодження його 
встановлення, підключення, пусконалагоджувальних робіт, а також робіт та послуг з його 

обслуговування» 

 

QUESTION 1.  Which Engine Governor is required? ANSWER 1. In terms of reference mentioned required power 
for the Generator for UNDP Office in Ukraine. 
 
Type of engine governor is depending from engine 
manufacturer and/or Proposal of the Bidder. 
  
However, UNDP expects that proposed Engine will have 
support / option of usage of electronic governor for the 
engine.  
And, Bidder may on his own intention include electronic 
governor as option to the Proposal. 

QUESTION 2.  Which engine cooling is required? 
 

ANSWER 2. Correct type of engine cooling – liquid 
(antifreeze). 
  

QUESTION 3. Which type of remote control and 
monitoring is required? 
  

ANSWER 3.  It’s needed to obtain remotely such information, 
as status, errors, fuel level and other (if possible). 

QUESTION 4.  What is meant by Leakage control and 
protection? 

ANSWER 4.  It’s meant that in case of any leakage / level 
decrease of the technical liquids there will be error displayed 
/ notification provided by the generator. 

QUESTION 5.  How much cable is needed, if mentioned 
100 meters will be enough?  

ANSWER 5.  Distance form generator to connection point is 
about 150 meters.  
Except cable, in terms of reference mentioned “Kit for 
connection”, which should include all necessary items for 
connection (including additional cables).  

QUESTION 6.  How to be price on installation and 
commissioning (including project) to be indicated? 

ANSWER 6.  If there is no possibility for calculation of costs 
before application, then price of such works to be indicated 
as tentative (but it should be mentioned).  
 
During evaluation, UNDP will assess these costs as where 
changes possible (after application by Bidders). 

QUESTION 7. May be plan or a drawing for price 
calculation of the generator set installation and 
commissioning? 

ANSWER 7. In tender document mentioned all the data, like 
cable length, necessity of Automatic Transfer Switch, and 
another items. 

 


